
SONGWHA FOOD
GEUM MEDAL GIM

(Gold Medal Laver)

Let's put customer health first and do our best to make the best quality.
It's the beginning of "Gold Medal Kim" and an unspoken promise.



A product that puts customer health first, good friend "Goldmedal_laver“
To keep the unspoken promise of customer health and top quality, 
we select and use safe and superior materials from the raw materials 
to produce the best quality products that customers can choose with confidence, 
thereby increasing the "gold medal" trust.
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Goldmedal_laver puts customer health first and 

aims for the highest quality.

About
Our Company

How can we make delicious seaweed that is beneficial to customer health? To achieve 

these challenges, "Goldmedal_laver" has a big goal in producing products that customers 

can always trust and satisfy by selecting and using good quality materials according to 

brand name.

Songhwa Food is In the infinite competition market in the 21st century, we will provide 

the highest quality to our customers at an appropriate price on the premise that 

companies that seek profits without quality improvement will not survive.

First, companies that put customer health first

Second, companies that are looking for the highest quality products

Third, all executives and employees are working hard to become a company 

that realizes the premise that price is reasonable.

This is a company that makes safe and quality products with the highest priority on 
customer health, and does its best with confidence that the company will develop 
together when consumers can always trust and find it.
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About
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How can we make delicious seaweed that is beneficial to customer health? To achieve 

these challenges, "Goldmedal_laver" has a big goal in producing products that customers 

can always trust and satisfy by selecting and using good quality materials according to 

brand name.

Songhwa Food is In the infinite competition market in the 21st century, we will provide 

the highest quality to our customers at an appropriate price on the premise that 

companies that seek profits without quality improvement will not survive.

First, companies that put customer health first

Second, companies that are looking for the highest quality products

Third, it is a company that realizes the premise that price is the right price.

All executives and employees are making every effort with the confidence that the 
company  will develop together when consumers always trust and find safe and 
high-quality products.



Company History
Songhwa Food is a company that makes safe and quality products 
with the highest priority on customer health and does its best with 
confidence that the company will develop together when consum-
ers trust and seek.

History
1999
Songwha Food was founded. 

2000~2010
Became a regular member of the Korea Internation-
al Trade Association (KITA).
Had its products exposed as in-show plugs in a TV 
drama “Nobody can stop him” (with 124 episodes).
Registered its “Geum Medal Gim” trademark with 
the Korean Intellectual Property Office. 

2012
Provided sponsorship to the Traffic Broadcasting 
Network (TBN) (currently as of 2019).

2013
Concluded contracts with elementary, junior high, 
and high schools in the metropolitan area for the 
supply of products.

2014
Opened a booth at Shinhan Card Shopping Mall.

2015
Opened a booth at a shopping mall operated by 
the National Federation of Fisheries Cooperatives.
Attended the Korea Premium Goods Expo (held in 
Yiwu City, China).
Participated in the Korean Premium Goods Exhibi-
tion (held in Changsha, China). 

2016
Attended the Korea Premium Goods Expo (held in 
Yiwu City, China).
Participated in the Korean Premium Goods Exhibi-
tion (held in Jinan, China).

2017
Attended the 2017 Hanoi Expo (held in Hanoi, 
Vietnam).
Attended the 2017 Korean Premium Food Expo 
(held in Weihai, China)
Attended the 2017 Vietnam International Trade 
Expo (held in Ho Chi Minh).

2018
Attended the 2018 Hanoi Expo (in Hanoi, 
Vietnam).
Attended the 2018 Hong Kong Food Fair (in Hong 
Kong).
Attended the 124th Guangzhou Canton Fair (in 
Guangzhou, China).

2019
Attended the 2019 Hanoi Expo (in Hanoi, 
Vietnam).
Attended the 2019 China International Small & 
Medium Enterprise Fair (in Guangzhou, China)
Attended the 2th China International Import Fair (in 
Shanghai, China)
Registered its “Goldmedal laver” Design with the 
China State Intellectual Property Office

2020 
ISO9001, 14001 Certification
Acquire certificate of origin by FTA item
Design registration for “Goldmedal Laver” (Vietnam 
Intellectual Property Office) Patent application for 
laver container (Korea Patent Office)

2021 
Patent application for laver container(PCT) Chinese 
trademark application



103, Yeomjeon-ro, Michuhol-gu, Incheon, Korea (22107) 

Tel: +82-32-814-0631

Fax: +82-32-814-0632

email: gcgim@gcgim.com  /  jbkim0418@hanmail.net



Products
What do you want?
I'll listen to your voice.
We will do our best to produce safe and good products.

Mini laver Premium · Goldmedal_Laver, who puts top priority on customer health, 
is special from raw materials… Using top-quality “Chosari” raw 
materials collected from the clean sea of South Korea. The 
laver is thin and soft. And contains an original flavor.
· Special laver for growing children…
This product contains natural Omega-3s EPA. Omega-3s EPA 
are not only good for children especially during their growth.
It is also beneficial to the health of older middle-aged and 
older adults.
· A child’s health snack with less salt…
Low salt content make it possible to be used in various ways, 
such as children’s snacks and small gimbap.
· Goldmedal_laver for nutrition balance…
Seaweed contains rich minerals, such as iodide. potassium 
and calcium, which may be difficult to be found in land 
plants.
· These minerals can provide nutrition for children during their
growth period.
-----------------------------------------
【Product Information】

· Ingredients: Seaweed 75%, Corn Oil, linseed oil, Sesame Oil, Salt
· Net weight: 16g (2gx8p)/Bag , Size: 150x150x50mm
· Packing: 30bag / box(Carton)
· Carton size: 470x320x290 MM (0.0429CBM)
· MOQ: 15,000 bag

Lunch box laver Premium
· Goldmedal_Laver, who puts top priority on customer health, 
is special from raw materials… Using top-quality raw materials 
collected from the clean sea of South Korea. The laver is thin 
and soft. And contains an original flavor.
· Special laver for growing children…
This product contains Omega-3s EPA. Omega-3s EPA are not 
only good for children especially during their growth. It is also 
beneficial to the health of older middle-aged and older adults.
· suitable for a single meal…
This product is suitable for single-person meals for students 
living alone and studying abroad as it is placed in a container 
by cutting laver into small pieces.
· Goldmedal_laver nutrition balance…
Seaweed contains rich minerals, such as iodide. potassium 
and calcium, which may be difficult to be found in land 
plants.
· These minerals can provide nutrition for children during their 
growth period.
-----------------------------------------
【Product Information】

· Ingredients: Seaweed 75%, Corn Oil, linseed oil, Sesame Oil, Salt
· Net weight: 15g (5gx3p) , 80g (5gx16p) /Bag , Size: 290x160x40mm
· Packing: 36bag / box(Carton), 8bag / box(Carton)
· Carton size: 540x310x340 MM (0.0578CBM)
· MOQ: 16,500 bag

Products
What do you want?
I'll listen to your voice.
We will do our best to produce safe and good products.

Mini laver Premium
· Goldmedal_Laver, who puts top priority on customer health, 
is special from raw materials...
Using top-quality "Chosari" raw materials collected from the 
clean sea of South Korea. The laver is thin and soft. And 
contains an original flavor.
· Special laver for growing children...
This product contains natural Omega-3s EPA. Omega-3s EPA 
are not only good for children especially during their growth. 
It is also beneficial to the health of older middle-aged and 
older adults.
· A child's health snack with less salt...
Low salt content make it possible to be used in various ways, 
such as children's snacks and small gimbap
· Goldmedal_laver for nutrition balance...
Seaweed contains rich minerals, such as iodide. potassium 
and calcium, which may be difficult to be found in land 
plants. 
These minerals can provide nutrition for children during their 
growth period.

· SIZE : 16 g （2g x 8p) / bag

Lunch box laver Premium

· Goldmedal_Laver, who puts top priority on customer health, 
is special from raw materials...
Using top-quality raw materials collected from the clean sea 
of South Korea. The laver is thin and soft. And contains an 
original flavor.
· Special laver for growing children...
This product contains Omega-3s EPA. Omega-3s EPA are not 
only good for children especially during their growth. It is also 
beneficial to the health of older middle-aged and older adults.
· suitable for a single meal...
This product is suitable for single-person meals for students 
living alone and studying abroad as it is placed in a container 
by cutting laver into small pieces.
· Goldmedal_laver nutrition balance...
Seaweed contains rich minerals, such as iodide. potassium 
and calcium, which may be difficult to be found in land 
plants. 
These minerals can provide nutrition for children during their 
growth period.

· SIZE : 15g (5g x 3p)bag. 80g (5g x 16) / bag



Dining Table laver Premium
· Goldmedal_laver, who puts top priority on customer health, 
is special from raw materials...
Using top-quality raw materials collected from the clean sea 
of South Korea. The laver is thin and soft. And contains an 
original flavor.
· Use of airtight container...
This product used its own sealed container.
Therefore, the quality of the product does not deteriorate and 
is safe from moisture.
· Environmental protection and recycling...
After eating the seaweed, the container can be reused as 
another container.
It protects the natural environment and is economical.
· Goldmedal_laver for nutrition balance...
Seaweed contains rich minerals, such as iodide. potassium 
and calcium, which may be difficult to be found in land 
plants. These minerals can provide nutrition for children 
during their growth period.
· Essentials for group travel...
This product is cut into appropriate sizes and is in containers, 
so it is suitable for two to three people when going on group 
trips or going out with friends or family.

Size : 15 g / bag

Goldmedal Olive laver snack
· Goldmedal_laver, who puts top priority on customer health, 
is special from raw materials...
Using top-quality raw materials collected from the clean sea 
of South Korea. The laver is thin and soft. And contains an 
original flavor.
· Children's Nutrition Snacks...
It is highly nutritious by stir-frying dried seaweed from clean 
waters with olive oil, and can be used in various ways, includ-
ing snacks, side dishes and making rice balls.
· Used a comfortable zipper pack...
The gold medal olive kimjaban is made up of zipper packages, 
so you can carry it anytime, anywhere, at home or on an 
outdoor outing.
· Goldmedal_laver for nutrition balance...
Seaweed contains rich minerals, such as iodide. potassium 
and calcium, which may be difficult to be found in land 
plants. These minerals can provide nutrition for children 
during their growth period.
· essentials for group travel...
This product is cut into appropriate sizes and is in containers, 
so it is suitable for two to three people when going on group 
trips or going out with friends or family.

Size : 50 g / bag

Dining Table laver Premium
· Goldmedal_laver, who puts top priority on customer health,
is special from raw materials…
Using top-quality raw materials collected from the clean sea 
of South Korea. The laver is thin and soft. And contains an 
original flavor.
· Use of airtight container…
This product used its own sealed container.
Therefore, the quality of the product does not deteriorate and 
is safe from moisture.
· Environmental protection and recycling…
After eating the seaweed, the container can be reused as 
another container.
It protects the natural environment and is economical.
· Goldmedal_laver for nutrition balance…
Seaweed contains rich minerals, such as iodide. potassium 
and calcium, which may be difficult to be found in land 
plants. These minerals can provide nutrition for children 
during their growth period.
· Essentials for group travel…
This product is cut into appropriate sizes and is in containers, 
so it is suitable for two to three people when going on group 
trips or going out with friends or family.
-----------------------------------------
【Product Information】

· Ingredients: Seaweed 75%, Corn Oil, Sesame Oil, Salt
· Net weight: 15g / Bag , Size: 105x200x70mm
· Packing: 30bag / box(Carton)
· Carton size: 510x360x215 MM (0.0395CBM)
· MOQ: 15,000 bag

Goldmedal Olive laver snack
· Goldmedal_laver, who puts top priority on customer health,
is special from raw materials… Using top-quality raw materials 
collected from the clean sea of South Korea. The laver is thin 
and soft. And contains an original flavor.
· Children’s Nutrition Snacks…
It is highly nutritious by stir-frying dried seaweed from clean 
waters with olive oil, and can be used in various ways, includ-
ing snacks, side dishes and making rice balls.
· Used a comfortable zipper pack…
The gold medal olive kimjaban is made up of zipper packages, 
so you can carry it anytime, anywhere, at home or on an 
outdoor outing.
· Goldmedal_laver for nutrition balance…
Seaweed contains rich minerals, such as iodide. potassium 
and calcium, which may be difficult to be found in land 
plants. These minerals can provide nutrition for children 
during their growth period.
· essentials for group travel…
This product is cut into appropriate sizes and is in containers, 
so it is suitable for two to three people when going on group 
trips or going out with friends or family.
-----------------------------------------
【Product Information】

· Ingredients: Seaweed 32%, Corn Oil%, Roasted Sesame, 
Sugar, Sesame Oil, Roasted Salt, Olive Oil.
· Net weight: 50g / Bag , Size: 170x225x70mm
· Packing: 20bag / box(Carton)
· Carton size: 400x315x200 MM (0.0252CBM)
· MOQ: 10,000 bag



Products
What do you want?
I'll listen to your voice.
We will do our best to produce safe and good products.

Goldmedal compressed laver
· Goldmedal_laver, who puts top priority on customer health, 
is special from raw materials…
Using the highest quality “chosari” seaweed collected in clean 
waters of the southwestern sea of Korea, and contains 
original taste and aroma.
· It’s baked twice and smells good…
Double-baked “goldmedal laver” is grilled twice with the 
highest quality of laver, giving off a unique taste of seaweed, 
and has a turquoise blue glow.
· Cut and use according to the purpose…
This product is packed with typical traditional dried laver, so 
consumers can cut it into 4~8 pieces according to the purpose 
and use it for various purposes.
· Goldmedal_laver for nutrition balance…
Seaweed contains rich minerals, such as iodide. potassium 
and calcium, which may be difficult to be found in land 
plants. These minerals can provide nutrition for children 
during their growth period.
· It is suitable for traveling or studying abroad…
This product is the best product to reduce luggage when 
sending it as a gift to foreign students or traveling abroad by 
individuals or organizations because it is reduced in volume by 
compressing and packing laver.
-----------------------------------------
【Product Information】

· Ingredients: Seaweed 75%, Corn Oil, linseed oil, Sesame Oil, Salt
· Net weight: 125g (25gx5p) / Bag , Size: 340x230x40mm
· Packing: 10bag / box(Carton)
· Carton size: 490x365x200 mm(0.0358CBM)
· MOQ: 5,000 bag

Stone_gak borwn seaweed
· Goldmedal_laver nature sea mustard is a special ingredient 
that puts customer’s health first….
Goldmedal laver nature sea mustard is made of highest-quali-
ty young kelp grown, harvested and dried in the clean zone of 
Korea’s South sea, offering soft texture and unique flavor.
· Goldmedal_laver nature sea mustard, a Repository of Nutri-
ents…
Sea mustard is rich in various minerals such as dietary fiber, 
potassium, calcium and iodide, all of which are rare in inland 
plants. The sea weed is low in calorie while containing diverse 
essential nutrients. It also contains fucoxanthin and alginic 
acid, type of carotenoid, helping you keep good health.
· Multiple Usage in Various Meal Cooking…
Goldmedal_laver nature sea mustard can be used to make 
warm kelp soup for winters and for women who gave birth. In 
summer, it can be used in chilled cucumber salads and other 
healthy side dishes, offering both better health and savory 
delight.
-----------------------------------------
【Product Information】
· Ingredients: Brown Seaweed 100%,
· Net weight: 50g,300g / Bag, Size: 340x230x40, 400x300x80 / mm
· Packing: 100bag, 250bag / box(Carton)
· Carton size: 760x340x550, 730x400x570 / mm
· MOQ: 6,000, 3,000 / bag



Goldmedal Kimbap laver(Shisi nori)
· Goldmedal_lave, who puts top priority on customer health, 
is special from raw materials…
Using the highest quality “chosari” laver in clean waters of the 
southwestern sea of Korea, and contains original taste and 
aroma.
· It’s baked twice and smells good….
Double-baked “goldmedal laver” is grilled twice with the 
highest quality of laver, giving off a unique taste of seaweed, 
and has a turquoise blue glow.
· It is economical because there is no waste…
This product is easy to use for home use and business use, 
and the remaining dried laver can be stored in a pack.
Also, households are packed in small quantities, so there is no 
unnecessary waste, so it is economical.
· “Gold medallaver” can be used in a variety of dishes….
“Gold medallaver” can be used not only for Korean traditional 
kimbap but also for Japanese traditional sushi, but also for 
other dishes.
· Goldmedal_laver for nutrition balance…
Seaweed contains rich minerals, such as iodide. potassium 
and calcium, which may be difficult to be found in land 
plants. These minerals can provide nutrition for children 
during their growth period.
-----------------------------------------
【Product Information】

· Ingredients: Seaweed 100%,
· Net weight: 25g, 250g / Bag , Size: 200x255x5, 200x255x20 / mm
· Packing: 100bag, 40bag / box(Carton)
· Carton size: 420x280x340, 460x410x280 / mm
· MOQ: 30,000, 5,000 / bag

Three kinds Cube laver snack
· This product uses the highest quality laver collected from the
clean waters of the southwestern coast of Korea.
· This product is differentiated by mixing rice, barley, almonds, 
etc. and original, cheese, and cranberries.
· It is nutritious by mixing various nutritional plants, and it is a 
nutritious Kim Snack that men and women of all ages can 
enjoy anytime, anywhere, including simple drinking snacks 
and children’s nutrition snacks.
· A rich mix of minerals, such as iodine, potassium, and 
calcium in seaweed plants and nutrients from land plants
plays an important role in the nutritional valence of growing 
children.
-----------------------------------------
【Product Information】

· Ingredients: Chocheong rice syrup, stone seaweed (Korean) 
26.4% canola oil, sesame oil, herb extract , roasted rice 
(Korean), seaweed snack sauce, brewed soy sauce, yeast 
extract, kelp extract, kelp extract, roasted barley (Korean), 
almond flour, roasted bean powder, plum extract (Korean)
· Net weight: 18g / Bag , Size: 135x220x2 / mm
· Packing: 20bag / box(Carton)
· Carton size: 390x140x220 mm
· MOQ: 10,000 / bag



Manufacture
Goldmedal_laver produces safe products with state-of-the-art equipment 
that consumers can trust and eat anytime, anywhere.

01

Imaging Inspection to Detect Foreign Materials
Inspect if foreign materials are included in a raw material by 
passing it through an imaging detector (Foreign material 
size: 2mm*2mm or less) 

02

1st Roasting
Manage raw materials at 150~340℃ to turn to blue-green 
color after roasting in the far-infrared heater roasting 
method. 

03

Auto-Seasoning

Season laver with sesame oil, salt, etc. according to the 

preset mixing ratio

04

2nd Roasting
Manage raw materials at 150~370℃ to turn to blue-green 
color after roasting in the far-infrared heater roasting 
method. 

05

Visual Inspection

Screen out laver out of the specification visually in the 

roasting process
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06

Automatic Counting

Automatic counting of aver to the preset number after 

completing 2nd roasting and screening process

07

Cutting

Automatic cutting to the preset size

08

Inner Packing

Heat seal the cut roasted laver packed in the inner container.

09

Inspection by a Metal Detector

Inspect if any metallic foreign material is included by passing 

the product-in-process through a metal detector

waterproof test
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Contact Us :

Goldmedal_laver, Customer Health, Highest Quality, Unspoken Promise.

   Twice baked, crispy rice thief Goldmedal_laver

103, Yeomjeon-ro, Michuhol-gu, 
Incheon, Korea (22107) 

jbkim0418@hanmail.net

www.gcgim01.com

+82-32-814-0631

+82-32-814-0632


